A brief report of Memorandum of Understanding Signing Ceremony
between Asiatic Society for Social Science Research and Iran Culture
House, Embassy of I.R. Iran, New Delhi
August 20th, 2021
Backdrop
The Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) signing ceremony between the Asiatic
Society for Social Science Research (hereafter ASSSR) and Iran Culture House (hereafter
ICH) to develop education and research collaboration between ASSSR and ICH was held on
06th August 2021 11:00 PM IST at Iran Culture House, Tilak Marg, New Delhi. The signing
ceremony chaired by Dr Mohammad Ali Rabbani, Cultural Counsellor, Embassy of I.R. Iran
and Head of Iran Culture House was attended by dignitaries from ASSSR and Centre for
History and Archaeology (CHA), Mr. Ashu J (President: ASSSR); Mr. Pramod Kumar Ray
(Vice-President: ASSSR); Mr. Aalok Kumar (Secretary: ASSSR); Ms. Ishani Sinha (Director,
Conversation and Preservation Branch and Head, International Relations Division [IRD]: CHA
& ASSSR); Ms. Pratishtha Mukherjee (Director, Exploration and Excavation Branch and
Artefacts and Museum Branch: CHA); Ms. Debankita Das (Intern: CHA) and Mr. Reyansh
Sehgal (Intern: CHA).

Dr Mohd. Ali Rabbani, Cultural Counsellor, ICH and Mr. Ashu J, President, ASSSR – Signing the Memorandum of
Understanding
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Highlights of the Meeting
The introductory session got initiated by exchange of welcome notes and token of gifts
by the key members of both the institutions. This was followed by the generous introduction
among the members and the guests of the ceremony. As envisioned by both the institutions,
the gestures provided the base to look into future endeavours and prospects together. As stated
by Dr Mohammad Ali Rabbani, the Cultural Counsellor of the Embassy of the Islamic Republic
of Iran, New Delhi, India and Iran have maintained the shared historical enduring friendship
and mutual understanding. The belief that apart from working on the historical legacy of both
the countries in past years in different universities and the publishing of Indo-Iran journal based
on their relations still possess the great lacunae on many areas to be worked upon. With this
principle, the facilitators deliberated that the new generation of young scholars of both India
and Iran should preserve the strong cultural tradition and legacy and take upon the new
challenges with the support of the institutions like ASSSR and Iran Culture House as well as
other organizations.
That there are striking similarities between India and Iran socially who works actively
in preservation of their respective tangible and intangible history, this actually could lead to
collaborations between the institutions, organisations and universities. To be precise, this MoU
signing ceremony was a great event to start with. The MoU is important, inclusive and complete
in its own manner that needs serious execution along with the signing.

The most important aspect of approaching the MoU proposed by the Cultural
Counsellor that needs immediate attention with the cooperation of ASSSR are:
1.

The promotion and learning of the Persian language and the research centres among
the research scholars since most of the primary sources relevant to the history of
Iran and its cultural associations with India are in Persian. This can be done under
the guidance of relevant university and institutional professors, exchange of the
teachers as well as by conducting multiple workshops.

2. The other practical approach could be working on an annual history magazine of
Indo-Iran culture or publishing the research matter in book format which were to be
conducted by the Professors of Indo-Iran based on mutual interest and themes.
3. The different kinds of historical documentaries with the help of suggestions of state
sponsored Iran television media could be made in India to enhance the cultural
diversity and friendship.
Such proposals were goal oriented and the meeting presided further by the exchange and
agreeing upon ideas followed by the members of the ASSSR.
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The Dr Pramod Kumar Ray, Vice President, ASSSR introduced the mission, aim and
significant works of the ASSSR that includes innovative discussions, tangible works on history,
heritage and archaeology of tangible and intangible heritage of the country. He concluded that
ASSSR also align with the proposed thoughts and the future possible prospects. ASSSR
wholeheartedly extended itself to establish and observe significant relation of the Indo-Iranian
friendship in the light of the new century and its developments. He agreed upon the practical
efforts towards the educational and cultural exchanges and diplomatic relations between the
two countries supported by many institutions such as University of Delhi, Jawaharlal Nehru
University and other organizations. He agreed upon the implementation of the documentation
and sustainable practice of history to pass on to the generation. The collaboration on publishing
the Indo-Iran journal by the ASSSR was finalised in this context. Further, to fulfil the
requirement of the professional teachers of the Persian, the universities such as Jamia Milia
Islamia and Hamdard, where Iranology are being taught, the mutual visions and idea emerged
that,
● The discipline of Iranology and Indology could be extended among the educational
institutions too where Indo-Iran cultural relations could be taught.
● A course can be structured where interactive sessions with the professors from both
the countries would be introduced.
● Research on new findings and explorations on new cultural and archaeological sites
just like the Centre for History and Archaeology, ASSSR could be included in the
proposed journal where scholarly contributors from both the countries would be
recognised.

From the above prospects, according to Dr Ray, it was clear that the Indo-Iran share a
common cultural vision and ethos. With the research exchange and educational programmes,
the revival and promotion of this glorious cross-cultural traditions in the post-pandemic world
would be indeed fruitful and hence would largely contribute the idea of strong cooperation and
collaboration in the society. To further enhance this cultural dialogue, the Iran Culture House
(India) invited contribution of articles to the Bi-Annual Journal on Indo-Iranian Academic and
Cultural Relations to be published by Iran Culture House (India), Allameh Tabataba’i
University, Iran, University of Delhi, India and Jawaharlal Nehru University, India.

These engaging discussions appeared to be enthusiastic and practically persuasive and the
Iran Culture House further propounded that:
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● The Persian teachers (the speaker himself) would be introduced to the Indian
institutions to teach Iranology and Persian as well as the Indology faculties supported
by ASSSR would also be introduced to the Iran Universities, the initiative that would
indeed be excellent in its manner.
● Both ASSSR and the House discussed that the course curriculum should be able to
include the diverse modules on the ancient native languages of India and Iran such as
Brahmi and Persian respectively, the knowledge traditions on handicrafts, ethnology,
proactive towards literature along rather than only focussing on culture, history and
tourism.

Even though the technicalities of introducing the courses were to be designed, the
discussion on the possible future prospects and further scope of completing such courses
emerged as an important aspect in the meeting. The discussion evoked the historicity of the
language.
● Persian was an important part of the administrative, linguistic and cultural identity of
the historical pre-modern India; the acceptance and learning the language as part of the
university curriculums would be beneficial.
●

The acceptance of the same as one of the classical national languages in at least four
to five nations in the world, the future scope, thus, is widened in terms of the specific
course content, expressive design and execution in university history departments
where the students would be able to access the primary Persian sources after learning
the language.

● There are also more than 14 full-fledged Persian departments in Indian universities
apart from the government colleges, inter-governmental colleges and schools.
● One of the achievements of the Persian language in India happens to be the recognition
as the classical national language of India from the foreign language in the New
Educational Policy of India, 2020. The schools in India are also advised to teach Persian
as a classical language and the universities could make a separate department with the
support of the Indian Government too on the language.
● The specialized Indo-Iranian experts of the departments of archaeology, archives,
manuscripts, excavation and explorations relevant to the curriculum could also be
engaged and collaborated with. This could be done after making mutual research
proposals by ASSSR and the Iran Culture House to the institutions such as
Archaeological Survey of India and many more. Further, there is also a need to engage
the Iranian scholars who have stayed in India and worked on the Persian manuscripts,
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culture, history, architecture and the cross-cultural interactions in pre-modern India.
Such exchanges would reinforce the strong diplomatic relations between the two
countries.
These were some of the key points discussed as the future prospects for the students
learning Iranology and Indology.

The Iran Culture House talked that throughout history, the world has been aware of
India’s uniqueness, deep tradition and legacy of peaceful coexistence. The ceremony
indeed provided the opportunity to focus upon these aspects and the meeting went further
with agreeing upon organising a conference and dialogue on the mutual understanding and
co-existence. Earlier, the two successful international conferences on the inter-faith
dialogue of Indo-Iran already took place in collaboration with India International Centre,
Indian Council for Social Science Research and the organisation of Iran. The thought of
collaborating with the Indian Council of Philosophical Research and Indian Council for
Historical Research for the third round of international conference were also proposed with
the ASSSR. Some of the significant materials needed to organise such a conference brought
into light the rich manuscript collection of the Jawaharlal Nehru University (India) on South
Asian and Central Asian cross-cultural connection. Along with this, the proposed thought
of preserving the archive and Persian manuscripts with the Archaeological Survey of India,
Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts, National Museum, National Mission for
Manuscripts, India and National Archives of India were also emphasised. In this context,
the preservation and publication of important Persian manuscripts under the collection of
Cultural Counsellor of Iran Culture House highlighted the importance of collaboration with
ASSSR. Both the institutions stressed upon making an accessible online repository of
manuscripts and archives. As the Centre for History and Archaeology branch of ASSSR
had earlier organized a course on digitisation and documentation of the archive in its own
institution, the extended support for the collaboration emerged as one of the fruitful
agreements during the meeting.

The historical fact of Persian language being dignified in the world and India evoked
the memory of all the translation works done by the Persian scholars. The whole of Indian
textual repositories, namely the Sanskrit Mahabharata and the Ramayana were first
translated by the Persian scholars and introduced to the world. This had been important in
realising that the mutual tasks to introduce several social sciences research-based
institutions such as Indian Council for Social Science Research, historical experts, and
linguistic scholars to contribute into today’s social science research is necessary.
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On the other hand, ASSSR discussed the collaboration in the field of archaeological
excavations and explorations. The introduction of medieval scholars, teachers and experts
to explore and excavate medieval architecture and monuments in India were also discussed.
The Iran Culture House assured of extending their complete cooperation in this matter.
After this deliberation, the key members of ASSSR announced about their First
International Conference 2021-2022 in collaboration with different national and
international agencies and officially invited the Iran Culture House to be a part of this
endeavour.

Following the above discussions, the signing of the historic Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) was taken off by the signing authorities and hence marked the
beginning of the long-term cooperation and collaboration as well possible future relations
between the two institutions. The practical efforts towards fulfilling the clauses of MoU
were appreciated and finalised by the Cultural Counsellor. The initial plans were sketched
in the form of conducting Persian online classes and workshops with ASSSR. Finally, the
great endeavour and prospects of the MoU signing ceremony concluded with great
generosity and exchange of gifts between the Iran Culture House and ASSSR. The key
members of both the institutions congratulated and greeted each other to mark this historical
moment of Indo-Iran friendship.

Sincerely yours

Aalok Kumar
Secretary, ASSSR
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Glimpses of MoU Signing Ceremony

Ms. Ishani Sinha, Head, IRD presenting bouquet to Dr Mohd. Ali Rabbani, Cultural Counsellor, ICH

Dr Mohd. Ali Rabbani, Cultural Counsellor, ICH and Mr. Ashu J, President, ASSSR – Signing the Memorandum of
Understanding
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Dr Mohd. Ali Rabbani, Cultural Counsellor, ICH and Mr. Ashu J, President, ASSSR – Displaying Signed
Memorandum of Understanding.

Ms. Ishani Sinha, Head, IRD presenting CHA Booklet along with CHA Team to Dr Mohd. Ali Rabbani, Cultural
Counsellor, ICH
From Left to Right: Dr Pramod Kumar Ray, Ms. Pratishtha Mukherjee, Ms. Ishani Sinha, Dr Mohd. Ali Rabbani,
Mr. Ashu J, Mr. Aalok Kumar and Mr. Quaym Hussain
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Left: Dr Pramod Kumar Ray, Vice-President, ASSSR presenting gift to Dr Mohd. Ali Rabbani, Cultural Counsellor, ICH
Right: Mr. Aalok Kumar, Secretary, ASSSR presenting gift to Dr Mohd. Ali Rabbani, Cultural Counsellor, ICH

Members of Asiatic Society for Social Science Research, and Iran Culture House, Embassy of I.R. Iran, New Delhi
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